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A B S T R A C T

3D surface reconstruction and motion modeling has been integrated in several industrial applications.

Using a pan–tilt–zoom (PTZ) camera, we present an efficient method called dynamic 3D reconstruction

(D3DR) for recovering the 3D motion and structure of a freely moving target. The proposed method

estimates the PTZ measurements to keep the target in the center of the field of view (FoV) of the camera

with the same size. Feature extraction and tracking approach are used in the imaging framework to

estimate the target’s translation, position, and distance. A selection strategy is used to select keyframes

that show significant changes in target movement and directly update the recovered 3D information. The

proposed D3DR method is designed to work in a real-time environment, not requiring all frames

captured to be used to update the recovered 3D motion and structure of the target. Using fewer frames

minimizes the time and space complexity required. Experimental results conducted on real-time video

streams using different targets to prove the efficiency of the proposed method. The proposed D3DR has

been compared to existing offline and online 3D reconstruction methods, showing that it uses less

execution time than the offline method and uses an average of 49.6% of the total number of frames

captured.

� 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

3D surface reconstruction has been integrated in camera-
mounted computers for industry applications in recent years.
Thousands of companies manufacture surveillance cameras.
However, the expected software that can facilitate the analysis
of the huge flow of video information is virtually absent. A useful
idea would be to use 3D information from one off-the-shelf camera
to extract the target motion and structure from a sequence of 2D
images. Dynamic 3D reconstruction of structure and motion of
targets is an important topic in industry [1–3]. It emerged in many
recent industrial applications including real-time 3D image
visualization [4], face detection [5,6], and 3D surface and curve
reconstruction [1,7].

The advantage comes when the 3D reconstruction method uses
less time and space to reconstruct the 3D objects from fewer
frames, hopefully without incorporating a second camera [8]. 3D
reconstruction using a pan–tilt–zoom (PTZ) camera is very
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promising due to its active imaging function, such as changing
focus, pan–tilt head moving in network camera applications [9,10].
The work presented here specifically features a PTZ configuration
so that the 3D object modeling of the target can be extracted
from one single actively moving camera. In dynamic environ-
ments, a big need arises to combine the 3D reconstruction with
tracking in which the 3D structure and motion are sequentially
updated considering tracking information [11–13]. An active PTZ
system can be useful for modeling because it uses the estimated
PTZ motion to keep the target in the center of the image and
updating the 3D model of the target. We propose a new method,
D3DR, to recover the 3D motion and structure of the target,
incrementally considering information from a single PTZ camera
tracking the target.

The contribution of this paper is twofold: (1) proposing a
dynamic 3D reconstruction method (D3DR) that dynamically
estimates PTZ measurements of a camera tracking a target, and (2)
proposing a keyframe selection strategy to select the frames that
have a significant amount of motion to be used in the reconstruc-
tion process. Those new approaches simply update the 3D
structure and motion of the target incrementally with fewer
frames. We have specialized the imaging device as a latest PTZ
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Fig. 1. The coordinate system showing the geometric relation between frame f � 1

and frame f.
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camera, and compared our proposed D3DR to those existing salient
methods (called offline and online methods using the orthographic
projection) in the identical pan–tilt–zoom setting.

Our overall proposed flow works as follows: the user selects an
area inside a target by dragging the mouse to form a rectangular
area. Then, the camera tracks the target area to keep it in the FoV of
the camera with the same size. The keyframe selection strategy is
applied to select the frames that show significant motion of the
target to be used in the reconstruction process. The algorithm
updates the target’s motion and structure after every keyframe
selected. Thus, the proposed method uses the tracking information
immediately without the need to store growing matrices in
memory.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents a related study about 3D reconstruction. Section 3
reviews the existing offline and online reconstruction methods.
Section 4 presents the proposed D3DR. The proposed method’s
performance is tested and the result analysis is shown in Section 5.
Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. 3D reconstruction background

We present a brief reference background of 3D reconstruction
methods that are relevant to our research. Section 2.1 reviews the
problem of target tracking. Section 2.2 reviews 3D motion and
structure recovery.

2.1. Target tracking

Feature points extraction and tracking is one of the most
important parts of the reconstruction process. Optical flow can be
used as a method for feature tracking. Yilmaz et al. [14] reviewed
and classified the state-of-the-art tracking methods into different
categories based on the object and motion representations used.
Feature-based methods are developed to work in long image
sequences for structure-from-motion problems [15,16] or for
dynamic environments when both the camera and the target are
moving [17]. A tracker should be able to detect and track the good
feature points [18]. Kanade–Lucas–Tomasi (KLT) tracker [19]
assumes the affine projection model and uses the least sum of
squared difference (SSD) of pixel intensity between frames in the
feature neighborhood to estimate new feature location. We choose
the KLT tracker for our implementation because it has been
demonstrated to be robust and reliable. Active PTZ network
cameras are used for tracking a target as in [20–22].

2.2. 3D motion and structure recovery

3D reconstruction methods take advantage of information
provided by a long sequence of images [23–25]. In [26], the method
constructs 3D shapes of geometrical entities based on the iterative
closest point (ICP) algorithm. Bozdagi et al. [27] proposed a method
that estimates 3D motion and adapts a generic wire-frame to a
particular speaker simultaneously within an optical flow based
framework. Feature-based structure-from-motion methods in-
cluding [28–30] depend on feature points selection and tracking in
an image stream. The recovery and triangulation of 3D trajectories
has been studied in [31,32], respectively. Online 3D reconstruction
has advantages over the offline 3D reconstruction methods when
used in real systems [11–13]. Automatic reconstruction methods
exist to recover motion and structure from monocular image
sequences [33–35] or using feature-based structure-from-motion
approaches [28,36]. Extended Kalman filter is used to recover
motion and structure from an uncalibrated video [37]. Distributed
and scalable volumetric architecture for reconstructing arbitrary
structures in real time are used as in [38]. This architecture consists
of acquisition nodes to reconstruct partial models from multiple
views and a master node to merge those partial models.

3. Existing 3D reconstruction studies

We present existing 3D reconstruction methods directly
relevant to our research. Section 3.1 shows the offline reconstruc-
tion using the factorization method. Section 3.2 shows the online
reconstruction from a moving camera using the sequential
factorization method.

3.1. Offline 3D reconstruction from a stationary camera using the

factorization method

For the recovery of 3D structure and motion, we present Tomasi
and Kanade’s factorization method [29]. The input of this method is
the feature points correspondences provided by the KLT tracker.
The KLT tracker used in this paper rejects the outliers and chose the
‘‘good’’ features to track. We assume a sequence of F images taken
for a moving target in front of a PTZ camera. The orthographic
projection model assumes that projection rays are parallel to the
camera’s optical axis.

Fig. 1 shows the systems of reference for the image, target, and
camera. For frame f, the camera orientation is described by the unit
vectors if, jf, and kf. The distance between the camera origin and the
fixed world coordinate is represented by the translation vector
T. Each point sp = [X, Y, Z]T in the fixed world coordinate is located
by KLT at the image position p f ; p ¼ ðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ in image frame f

and located at feature point position p f �1; p ¼ ðu f �1; p; v f �1; pÞ in
frame f � 1.

Given a video stream, suppose that we have tracked P feature
points over F frames. We then have the image coordinates:
p f ; p ¼ fðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ : f ¼ 1; . . . ; F; p ¼ 1; . . . ; Pg. The corresponding
feature points p f ; p ¼ ðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ are written in a measurement
matrix W : 2F � P :

W ¼

u11 � � � u1P

..

.
} ..

.

uF1 � � � uFP

v11 � � � v1P

..

.
} ..

.

vF1 � � � vFP

3
777777775

2
666666664

¼ U
V

� �
: (1)

The registered measurement matrix W* is computed by
subtracting from W the mean x f ¼

PP
p¼1 u f p=P and y f ¼PP

p¼1 v f p=P of all uf,p and v f ; p at a frame f respectively:

W� ¼ U

V

� �
�

x f

y f

" #
¼ MS (2)
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where M ¼ i1 � � � iF j1 � � � jF½ �T represents the 2F � 3
motion matrix and S ¼ s1 . . . sP½ � represents the 3 � P shape
matrix. The rows of M represent the orientations of the horizontal
and vertical motion throughout the stream. The columns of S are
the coordinates of the P feature points with respect to their
centroid c ¼ 1=P

PP
p¼1 s p. Singular value decomposition (SVD) is

applied on the registered matrix W* to recover structure and
motion matrices.

Although the offline method recovers the 3D structure and
motion from video streams, it is difficult to be applied in real-time
applications. It requires all the input images are given before the
method runs. Thus the space complexity needed for measurement
matrix will be huge and SVD operation will be expensive. So, the
online reconstruction method is more appropriate in real-time
applications.

3.2. Online 3D reconstruction from a PTZ camera using the sequential

factorization method

The sequential factorization method [28] is applied to recover
the 3D structure and motion sequentially of the moving target in
front of a moving PTZ camera that tracks the target motion. The
sequential factorization method consists of the following two
steps:

- Sequential structure space computation
- Sequential metric transformation

The measurement matrix Wf grows for each frame f = 1, 2, . . ., F

in the following manner:

W1 ¼ u1 p v1 p

� �T
; W2 ¼ u1 p u2 p v1 p v2 p

� �T
; W f

¼ u1 p � � � uF p v1 p � � � v f p

� �T
: (3)

Let Z f ¼ WT
f W f ; since W f ¼ U f D f VT

f ; then Z f ¼ ðU f D f VT
f Þ

T

U f D f VT
f ¼ V f D2

f VT
f . The eigenvectors of Zf are equivalent to the

right singular vectors Vf of Wf. So, the structure space is obtained by
computing the eigenvectors of Zf. Given a matrix Q0 with
orthonormal columns, a sequence of matrices Qf are generated
for every frame f = 1, 2, . . ., F, by adding the feature correspon-

dences to the matrix Zf: Z f ¼ Z f �1 þ u f uT
f þ v f vT

f and taking the

QR factorization of Yf as in

Q f R ¼ Y f ; (4)

where Yf = ZfQf�1. Yf and Rf are intermediate variables used to
calculate Qf.

Because Qf converges to the matrix Vf, let H f ¼ Q f QT
f be the

projection matrix onto range Qf. Given a matrix Q̄0 with

orthonormal columns, a sequence of matrix Q̄ f : P � 3 providing

the stationary basis for the shape space can be generated for every
frame f. Two intermediate matrices Hf and Yf are computed as

H f ¼ Q f QT
f and Y f ¼ H f Q̄ f �1. Then the QR factorization of Yf is

taken as in

Q̄ f R f ¼ Y f : (5)

The camera coordinates if and jf are computed sequentially for

every frame f as in î
T

f ¼ uT
f Q̄ f and ĵ

T

f ¼ vT
f Q̄ f . The affine

transformation Af is recovered by

A f ¼ D�1
f E f (6)

where E f ¼ E f �1 þ gðî f ; î f Þ þ gð ĵ f ; ĵ f Þ, D f ¼ D f �1 þ gðî f ; î f ÞgT

ðî f ; î f Þ þ gð ĵ f ; ĵ f ÞgTð ĵ f ; ĵ f Þ þ gðî f ; ĵ f ÞgTðî f ; ĵ f Þ, and gTði f ; j f Þ ¼
½ i f 1 � j f 1 i f 1 � j f 2 þ i f 2: j f 1 i f 1 � j f 3þ i f 3 � j f 1i f 2 � j f 2i f 2 � j f 3þ
i f 3 � j f 2i f 3 � j f 3�.

The camera coordinates are obtained as in iTf ¼ î
T

f A f and

jT
f ¼ ĵ

T

f A f . Thus, motion matrix M f
O of the target is formed by iTf and

jT
f as discussed in Section 3.1:

M f
O ¼ iT1 � � � iTF jT

1 � � � jT
F

� �T
and S f

O ¼ A�1
f Q̄ f : (7)

Eq. (7) provides the sequentially updated motion matrix M f
O and

the structure matrix S f
O using the online reconstruction method.

Thus, using this method, the structure and motion are sequentially
updated at each frame. The online method can be performed in real
time as it significantly reduces the computational complexity.

4. Proposed dynamic 3D reconstruction (D3DR) method

We propose in this section the D3DR method for the
recovery of the 3D motion and structure. This method consists
of three parts. Section 4.1 discusses the frame selection
strategy based on motion detection. Section 4.2 discusses
estimating the initial Motion matrix based on affine projection
matrix. Section 4.3 shows the updating method of the 3D
motion matrix considering the estimation of PTZ. Section 4.4
discusses updating the 3D structure method based on the 3D
motion matrix update.

4.1. Frame selection strategy based on motion detection

We aim to select the frames that have a significant amount of
motion compared to the previous frames so that we can reduce the
computation time [39–41]. To achieve this purpose, we use the
projection matrix and the camera eigenvectors to determine the
amount of the total motion detected.

From the QR factorization method applied in (5) in Section 3.2,
we use the Projection matrix H f ¼ Q f QT

f as projection rays. The
projection rays can be reconstructed from the 2D points in the
projection matrix Hf. We then find the transformation that ensures
the least distance between projection lines with 3D estimated
Plucker lines [42]. Plucker lines are the implicit representation of
3D lines. A Plucker line L = (l, e) is described by a unit vector l and a
moment e. Using this line representation, we propose the following
metric to conveniently determine the distance of a 3D point sp to
the line L:

dðs p; LÞ ¼ kðS f
OA f Þ � l � ek (8)

where � is the cross product and Af is recovered sequentially in (6),
Section 3.2.

The transformed 3D points must be on the projection rays
reconstructed from their corresponding 2D points. Particularly, we
look for a transformation tf applied to all 3D points sp in (8) such
that the total distance over all correspondences is minimized in the
least squares sense. Instead of using the structure matrix S f

O in (8)
we use the basis of the structure matrix Q̄ f to determine the
distance by substitution (7) in Section 3.2 in (8) we got:
arg minT ¼ kQ̄ f � l � ek.

So, we determine the transformation tf using the basis of the
structure matrix Q̄ f without the complete recovery of the 3D
structure matrix S f

O . We now examine the transformation matrix
recovered tf to determine the amount of motion occurred in frame
f. Eq. (2) in Section 3.1 shows the transformation process from 2D
feature points to 3D structure using the motion matrix M and
the translation vector T: W = MS + T which can be written in the
corresponding homogeneous matrix form: W ¼ M T½ �S. The
transformation matrix recovered tf is compared to M T½ � f to
determine if selecting the current frame will add information to
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the motion matrix. We recover the basis vectors of each
transformation matrix and find the angle between the correspond-
ing basis vectors.

Suppose that {a1, b1, c1} are the basis vectors of M T½ � f and {a2,
b2, c2} are the basis vectors of tf. We calculate the angle between
the corresponding basis vectors as follows:

Qa ¼ cos�1 a1 � a2

ka1kka2k

� �
; Qb ¼ cos�1 b1 � b2

kb1kkb2k

� �
; Qc

¼ cos�1 c1 � c2

kc1kkc2k

� �

Fig. 2 shows the angles between the corresponding basis
vectors. Those angles show the difference between the subspaces.
We select the frame for computation if the sum of the angles is
considerably large. Thus, the selected keyframes are used in the
next subsections for the reconstruction process.

4.2. Estimating the initial motion matrix based on affine projection

matrix

We use the affine camera model. This model assumes that the
object frame is located in the centroid of the target being observed.
We estimate the projection matrix and compute the camera
parameters in the following two steps.

Step 1: We show the relation between the 3D coordinates (X, Y,
Z) and 2D coordinates (u f ; p; v f ; p) through the following affine
camera model equation [43]:

u0 v0 q0½ �T ¼ b � X Y Z G½ �T (9)

with u f ; p ¼ u0
q0 ¼

m11Xþm12Yþm13Zþm14G
m31Xþm32Yþm33Zþm34G and v f ; p ¼ v0

q0 ¼
m21Xþm22Yþm23Zþm24G
m31Xþm32Yþm33Zþm34G and the affine projection matrix is:

b ¼
sx � l � r1 sx � l � tx þ c0 � tz

sy � l � r2 sy � l � ty þ r0 � tz

01�3 tz

2
4

3
5 (10)

where sx and sy are scale factors (pixels/mm), r1 and r2 are the first
two rows of the rotation matrix. T : ½ tx ty tz � is the 3D
translation vector, c0 and r0 are the coordinates of the principle
point in pixels relative to row-column frame and l is the focal
length. Under simplifying conditions we assume sx and sy equal 1.
The rotation matrix and focal length are discussed in IV C and IV D.

Step 2: We determine the 8 degrees of freedom (independent
entries) in the projection matrix through a homogeneous linear
system formed by:

Lm ¼ 0 (11)

where L has rank 8 and m = [m11, m12, . . ., m34]T.
We need at least six world image point matches to solve the

homogeneous linear system. The vector m can be found using the
b

a

c

a
a

c
c

b b

Fig. 2. The coordinate system showing the geometric relation between basis vectors

{a1, b1, c1} and {a2, b2, c2}.
SVD of L : L = UDV. The solution m is the column of V

corresponding to the smallest singular value of L.
Algorithm 1 shows the flow of estimation to update the initial

motion matrix using the affine projection matrix. This subsection
serves as the base of the updating method of the motion matrix as
will be done in the following Section 4.3.

Algorithm 1. Step 1: We show the affine camera model
equation which links the 3D coordinates (X, Y, Z) and 2D
coordinates (u f ; p; v f ; p): u0 v0 q0½ �T ¼ b � X Y Z G½ �T as
in (9).

Step 2: We determine the 8 degrees of freedom in the
projection matrix through a homogeneous linear system
formed by: Lm = 0, as in (11). This linear system is solved for
m using SVD operation. The solution m is the column of V

corresponding to the smallest singular value of L.

4.3. Updating motion matrix considering pan–tilt–zoom estimation

At each frame selected as in Section 4.1, the proposed method
updates the motion matrix considering the estimated values of
PTZ. Here, we use optical flow to measure the pan–tilt angles of the
camera, and SIFT to measure the focal length. In Section 4.3.1, we
present the motion update considering pan and tilt estimation
while in Section 4.3.2, we show the motion update considering
zoom estimation.

4.3.1. Motion matrix update considering pan–tilt estimation

To estimate the 3D motion, we assume the object is moving in
front of the PTZ camera and the camera tracks the target’s
movement. At each image frame captured, we estimate the pan–
tilt rotational angle and track the target to keep it in the center of
the image as done by the following four steps.

Step 1: The pan–tilt rotational angles of the camera are
estimated using optical flow. Fig. 1 shows the camera coordinates,
the image coordinates, and the target coordinates. The angle vector
u is estimated for each frame in the sequence in order to keep the
target centroid in the center of the camera frame. The angle vector
u consists of the horizontal movement and the vertical movement:
u ¼ uu uv½ �T , where the rotational angle (uu) of the camera is
defined by pan which is associated with the horizontal displace-
ment Du. Similarly, the tilt (uv) rotational angle of the camera is
defined by tilt and associated with the vertical displacement Dv.
We calculate the degree of these values as uu = tan�1(Du/l) and
uv ¼ tan�1ðDv=lÞ, where (l) is the focal length of the camera. uu

and uv are calculated using the optical flow induced by the target
motion.

To estimate the pan–tilt motion, we assume also that some 3D
point sp = (x, y, z) is projected onto location P f �1; pðu f �1; p; v f �1; pÞ in
the image plane of frame f � 1. Suppose that sp = (x, y, z) is moved to
a new location relative to the camera by rotating the object
reference about the X-axis by angle uX and about the Y-axis by
angle uY. Under affine projection, the point sp = (x, y, z) in 3D space
is projected onto a new location P f ; pðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ in the image plane
of frame f. The rotational motion transformation of the 3D point
can be viewed as moving an image point P f �1; pðu f �1; p; v f �1; pÞ in
frame f � 1 to a corresponding image point P f ; pðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ in frame
f based on a 2D image rotational mapping. Fig. 1 shows the
projection of the 2D point P f �1; pðu f �1; p; v f �1; pÞ in frame f � 1 to
the corresponding image point P f ; pðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ in frame f.

Step 2: We estimate the camera motion vector as shown in
Fig. 1. Under the affine model, the projection of the new point
P f ; pðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ in frame f makes a displacement in the image plane
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denoted by Du and Dv which causes a pan angle uv and/or tilt-
directional angle uu, respectively. The camera is able to rotate only
in pan angle uv and tilt angle uu direction with respect to the image
plane u–v. So the motion vector of the camera is:
uca ¼ ½ uv uu 0 �T .

Step 3: The rotation matrix Rf(uz, uy, ux) for the arbitrary motion
in the 3D space is determined. Suppose (uX, uY, uZ) is a vector of the
3D rotation about the X, Y, and Z-axis of the target, respectively. A
normal 3D rotation about an arbitrary axis of the target
coordinates through the origin can be described by a successive
rotation uX about its X-axis, followed by a rotation of uY about its Y-
axis, followed by a rotation of uZ about its Z-axis, respectively. The
rotation matrix Rf(uz, uy, ux) for the arbitrary motion in the 3D space
is recovered and given by:
R f ðuZ ; uY ; uXÞ ¼ RðuZÞ � R f ðuY Þ � R f ðuXÞ ¼
cos uZ �sin uZ 0
sin uZ cos uZ 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 cos uY 0 sin uY

0 1 0
�sin uY 0 cos uY

2
4

3
5 1 0 0

0 cos ux �sin ux

0 sin ux cos ux

2
4

3
5

¼
cos uZ cos uY cos uZ sin uY sin ux � sin uZ cos ux cos uZ sin uY cos ux þ sin uZ sin ux

sin uZ cos uY sin uZ sin uY sin ux þ cos uZ cos ux sin uZ sin uY cos ux � cos uZ sin ux

�sin uY cos uY sin ux cos uY cos ux

2
4

3
5: (12)
Hence, the rotational operations do not commute.
Step 4: The motion matrix can be estimated based on the

equation: W = MS + T. We use the equations of the online
reconstruction method to determine the rotation matrix.

Algorithm 2 shows the flow of estimation to update the motion
matrix considering pan–tilt estimation of the camera. This
subsection provides the updating method of the motion matrix
M f

PT given the pan and tilt operations which are estimated
dynamically at each frame.

Algorithm 2. Step 1: Estimate pan uv ¼ tan�1ðDv=lÞ and tilt
uu = tan�1(Du/l) using optical.

Step 2: The camera motion vector is estimated as the
following: uca ¼ ½ uv uu 0 �T .

Step 3: The rotation matrix Rf(uz, uy, ux) for the arbitrary
motion in the 3D space is recovered as in (12).

Step 4: The motion matrix can be estimated based on the
equation: W = MS + T. We use the equations of the online
reconstruction method (4) and (5) to determine the rotation
matrix.

4.3.2. Motion matrix update considering zoom estimation

We implemented an automatic zoom control to keep the target
the same size in the FoV of the camera. We discuss in the following
three steps how we control the focal length of the camera lf at each
fth frame.

Step 1: Recover the depth of the feature points in each of the
consequent frames. To do this, we applied the scale invariant
feature transform (SIFT) algorithm [44] to extract features from
images. Those keypoints are highly distinctive and invariant to
image scaling, rotation, change in illumination, and 3D camera
viewpoint. Let the scale of a keypoint p in frame f � 1 be sf�1,p.

Let Gf�1 be a vector of the scales of keypoints in frame f � 1 in

the sequence: G f �1 ¼ ½s f �1;1 s f �1;2 � � � s f �1;P �, when cap-

turing new frame f, the scales of the keypoints of frame f are saved

in G f ¼ ½s f ;1 s f ;2 � � � s f ;P �.
The keypoints in frame f � 1 are matched to their correspon-
dences in frame f using their descriptors. For the matched
keypoints, we compare the scales of the keypoints in both frames
by taking the average of the ratio of scales for the matched
keypoints between frame f � 1 and frame f:

Ḡ ¼
PP

p¼1 s f ; p=s f �1; p

P
; (13)

where Ḡ is the average of the ratio of scales between frame f � 1
and frame f and P is the total number of keypoints in the both
frames.

Step 2: Adjust the focal length according to the ratio of scales
recovered in Step 1. When Ḡ > 1, this means that the target is
moving closer to the camera. Similarly, Ḡ < 1 means that the target
is moving further away from the camera. In both cases, the focal
length is changed accordingly to keep the object look with the
same size as follows:

l f ¼ Ḡ � l f �1; (14)

where lf is the focal length of the camera in frame f. Thus, (14) finds
the focal length of the camera at frame f based on the keypoints
scales and the focal length of the camera at frame f � 1.

Fig. 1 shows the projection at two different frames (at frame
f � 1 and frame f). From Fig. 1, df�1 is the depth of the center of
object mass in frame f � 1. The target moved toward the camera
center at frame f, which results in df < df�1 and a change in the
position of the point sp relative to the camera frame. Thus, the point
sp is projected to p in a new location in frame f making the target
size projected at frame f look larger. The zoom function in the
camera is implemented so that the ratio between the depth df�1 of
the middle mass of the object and focal length lf�1 in frame f � 1 :
lf�1/df�1 should be constant through all frames. Let this constant
ratio C be a constant image size of the target:

C ¼
l f �1

d f �1
: (15)

Thus, we recover the value of the focal length lf at frame f by

multiplying the average scales ratio of the keypoint Ḡ by the focal

length value of the previous frame f � 1 : lf�1.

Step 3: The projection matrix is updated based considering new
value of the focal length estimated. By substituting (14) into (10),
we get the projection matrix at frame f: bf

b f ¼
sx � Ḡl f �1 � r1 sx � Ḡl f �1 � tx þ c0 � tz

sy � Ḡl f �1 � r2 sy � Ḡl f �1 � ty þ r0 � tz

0 tz

2
64

3
75 (16)

The first and second rows r1 and r2 of the rotation matrix are
estimated. So the motion matrix M f

Z at frame f can be updated.
Algorithm 3 shows the flow of estimation to update the motion

matrix based on zoom estimation of the camera at every frame f.
This subsection provides the updating method of the motion
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matrix M f
Z given the zoom operation which is done dynamically at

each frame.

Algorithm 3. Step 1: Recover the depth of the feature points

in every consequent frames Ḡ by comparing the vector of

scales G f �1 ¼ s f �1;1 s f �1;2 � � � s f �1;P

� �
in frame f � 1

and the vector of scales G f ¼ s f ;1 s f ;2 � � � s f ;P

� �
in

frame f using the formula: Ḡ ¼
PP

p¼1 s f ; p=s f �1; p

� 	
=P, as in

(13).
Step 2: Adjust focal length lf at frame f according to the

ratio of scales Ḡ recovered in Step1, using: l f ¼ Ḡ � l f �1. Keep
a constant ratio C as a constant size of the target: C = lf�1/df�1

as in (14) and (15).
Step 3: The projection matrix is updated considering the

new value of the focal length estimated lf at frame f. This is
done as in (16) to get the projection matrix at frame f: bf.

4.4. Updating structure matrix considering pan–tilt and zoom

estimation

We aim to update the 3D structure S f
PTZ of the target at every

frame given the feature points coordinates in frame f and the
recovered motion M f

PTZ based on the pan, tilt, and zoom operations
of the camera. We assume the following relation holds:

W f ¼ M f
PTZS f

PTZ þ T f (17)

where Wf is the measurement matrix discussed in (3) in Section 3.2
and Tf is the translation vector. The 3D structure of the object can
be computed at each frame given the new camera coordinates and
the horizontal and vertical translation. The projection from the 3D
point sp to the 2D point P f ; pðu f ; p; v f ; pÞ in frame f is given by in
Fig. 1. Using (17) the structure of the target can be estimated using
the least squares solution.

S f
PTZ ¼ M f þ

PTZ ðW f � T f Þ (18)

where (.)+ denote the matrix pseudo inverse and S f
Z is the updated

structure matrix using zoom operation.
Given that the registered matrix in (2) in Section 3.1 is the

measurement matrix after subtracting the mean of all elements in
the same row, (18) can be written in the following form:
W�

f ¼ W f � T f , where W�
f is the registered matrix. So, the 3D

structure of the current frame can be written in the following form:
S f

PTZ ¼ M f þ
PTZ W�

f :

This section provides the updating method of structure matrix
S f

PTZ , given the motion matrix M f
PTZ and coordinates of the points in

the image plane.
Fig. 3. The extracted output of the KLT feature tracker for the data
5. Experimental results

In this section, we discuss the experimental results of the
proposed method. Section 5.1 presents the datasets specifications.
Section 5.2 shows the experimental results for the offline method
(described in Section 3.1). Section 5.3 shows the experimental
results for the online method (described in Section 3.2). Section 5.4
shows the experimental results for the proposed D3DR method
(described in Section 4). The quantitative comparison between the
three methods is presented in Section 5.5. A comparative
evaluation to other feature extraction and tracking methods is
conducted in Section 5.6.

5.1. Datasets conditions

Offline, online, and D3DR methods were tested using real image
datasets of a toy face, human face, a combination of a toy and
human face [49]. The same datasets were used to test the three
methods. All video streams contain motion and translation in 3D
space and were taken with a frame frequency 33.33 Hz. The size of
the frames was fixed (320 � 240) for all video streams. We used
Visual Studio with OpenCV library to implement the code. We used
the built in KLT tracker in the OpenCV library. We also use the SIFT
implementation by Hess [45].

In Fig. 3, the extracted feature points from the first frame of each
dataset are shown. The number of feature points varies using
different datasets. It is affected by the size of the region selected
and the texture in this selected region. The toy face (a) was a
comparison of the real human face (b) in Fig. 3, represented by a
rigid object (a), a deformable object (b), and a combination of the
two (c). The face target was widely used for common engineering
applications. Thus, this study demonstrated the feasibility and
applicability of D3DR.

Table 1 shows the video streams properties in terms of the
number of frames and the number of points extracted for each
video stream. As noticed in Table 1, the three video streams consist
of frames in the range 200–300. The experimental settings include
a Canon VB-C60 network pan–tilt–zoom camera interfaced to a PC
running Microsoft Visual Studio 2003 to create all the datasets in
Table 1.

5.2. Offline reconstruction method

We present the experimental results for the offline reconstruc-
tion method. Fig. 4 shows the 3D structures of the objects in the
three video streams. The upper image in (a)–(c) shows the
recovered 3D structure of the object after mesh gridding the
recovered 3D points of the object. Mesh grid creates wireframe
parametric surfaces from 3D points. The bottom image in (a)–(c)
corresponds to the 3D model of the object after mapping the
texture and color information.
sets: (a) toy face, (b) human face and (c) toy and human face.



Table 1
Video streams properties.

Video stream Frames number Feature points number

Toy face 236 48

Human face 232 108

Toy and human face 260 47

Table 2
Average error of 3D structure and motion using offline 3D reconstruction method.

Video stream Structure RMS

(19) (mm)

Yaw RMS

(20) (8)
Roll RMS

(20) (8)
Pitch RMS

(20) (8)

Toy face 3.254 0.9546 4.9023 6.4686

Human face 4.012 0.7371 4.9339 3.5994

Toy and human face 4.901 4.6665 6.4554 5.4391
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Fig. 5 shows the recovered 3D motion of the three objects using
offline method compared to the measured motion recovered by
Polhemus Liberty motion estimator [46]. As shown in Fig. 5, the
recovered 3D motion is synchronized with the measured motion.
The difference between the computed angle value and the
measured value increases while more frames are captured and
more motion is accomplished. You can also notice that the error is
high in comparison to the error estimated in the original papers
[29]. This is due to several reasons: the free and uncontrolled
motion of the target applied in this paper, the camera movement to
track the target, and the delay associated with the camera
movement and the Polhemus tracker error.

Table 2 shows the quantitative errors in motion and structure
compared to the measured value. To evaluate the structure’s
quality quantitatively, we measured some distances on the actual
objects with a ruler and compared them to the distances computed
from the recovered 3D points using the average root mean square
(RMS):

RMSðSÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðs p;com p � s p;measÞ2

P

s
(19)
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Fig. 5. Offline reconstruction method for 3D motion in terms of yaw, roll, an

Fig. 4. 3D surface structure and 3D structure models with texture mapping using the offlin
where sp,comp corresponds to the computed 3D points and sp,meas

indicates the measured 3D points.
We compared also the error in the recovered 3D motion using

offline reconstruction method and the measured motion using
Polhemus Liberty motion estimator. The same RMS measurement
criteria were taken to compare between the computed and the
measured motion. Eq. (20) calculates the average RMS measure-
ments for the difference in 3D motion angles.

RMSðQÞ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðQcom p � QmeasÞ

2

P

s
(20)

where Qcomp corresponds to the 3D angle computed using the
offline method and Qmeas corresponds to the measured angle.

As shown in Table 2, the recovered average motion error in all
the cases is less than 5.58 except the roll angle of the toy and human
face object, which is considered the hardest reconstructed object.
The structure error was always less than 5 mm for all datasets.

We applied the offline method identical to the original paper
[29] to evaluate the error measurements. This error is due to
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Fig. 6. 3D surface structure and 3D structure models with texture mapping using the online reconstruction method for (a) toy face, (b) human face and (c) toy and human face.
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Fig. 7. Online reconstruction method for 3D motion in terms of yaw, roll, and pitch using (a) toy face, (b) human face and (c) toy and human face.

Table 3
Average error of 3D structure and motion using online 3D reconstruction method.

Video stream Structure RMS

(19) (mm)

Yaw RMS

(20) (8)
Roll RMS

(20) (8)
Pitch RMS

(20) (8)

Toy face 4.0135 0.6150 4.4894 7.6209

Human face 4.8920 0.5288 5.3000 4.3084
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several reasons: the free and uncontrolled motion of the target
applied in this paper which may include the off-set from the center
of FoV, the camera movement to track the target, and the Polhemus
tracker error.

5.3. Online reconstruction method

We present the results of the online method when the target is
moving in front of the PTZ camera. The PTZ camera is moving to
track the target in order to keep it in its FoV. Fig. 6 shows 3D
structures of the objects in the three video streams. The upper
image in (a)–(c) corresponds to the recovered 3D model of the
object generated by mesh gridding the recovered 3D points of the
object. The bottom image in (a)–(c) corresponds to the 3D model of
the object after mapping the texture and color information.

Fig. 7 shows the recovered 3D motion of the three objects using
the online method compared to the ground truth motion measured
using Polhemus Liberty motion estimator. The recovered 3D
motion is close to the measured 3D motion except for the yaw
angle in some of the datasets. The pitch and roll angles are closer to
the measured motion.

Table 3 shows the quantitative errors in motion and structure
using the online method compared to the ground truth. We
compared the error in the recovered 3D motion and structure
between the online and the ground truth using the average root
mean square (ARMS) as in (19) and (20).

As shown in Table 3, the recovered average motion error in all
the cases does not exceed 6.58 except for the pitch angel of the toy
object. This was due to the hard motion that occurred at that
direction. The structure error was always less than 5.5 mm for all
datasets.

5.4. D3DR method using pan–tilt and zoom estimation

We present the results of the proposed D3DR method in which
the camera is tracking the target using PTZ operations to keep it in
its FoV. We assume the pan, tilt, and zoom information estimated
by the tracking camera to be used in the structure and motion
reconstruction.

Fig. 8 shows the 3D motion recovered for all video streams
using D3DR method. It shows also 3D structures of the objects used
with texture mapping. The 3D structures of the objects are
incrementally updated after each frame capture. Moreover, the
keyframe selection strategy is applied here. The red line at the
bottom of each graph shows the frames selected to be used for
the reconstruction procedure.

As shown in Fig. 8, the D3DR method selects keyframes to be
used in the reconstruction process. In (a), the number of frames
selected was 123 out of 260. In (b), it was 119 out of 232. In (c), it
was 121 out of 236. The average of the number of frames selected is
Toy and human face 5.3456 4.4459 6.4513 5.9056



Fig. 8. D3DR measurement from PTZ estimation for 3D motion and structure per

frame for (a) toy face, (b) human face and (c) toy and human face.

Fig. 9. Motion and structure error comparison between the three methods (offline,

online, and D3DR) using the three video streams (toy, face, and toy and face).
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49.6% of the total number of frames. Regarding the recovered 3D
structure, you can see that the accuracy of the 3D structure
increases over time.

Table 4 shows the quantitative errors of the recovered structure
and motion using the D3DR method. The structure error was
around 5 mm for all datasets and the motion error was always an
average of 58 for all angles.

Here we compare Table 4 to Tables 2 and 3. Comparing the
motion error of D3DR method to the offline method, we found that
Table 4
Average error of 3D structure and motion using dynamic 3D reconstruction method.

Video stream Structure RMS

(19) (mm)

Yaw RMS

(20) (8)
Roll RMS

(20) (8)
Pitch RMS

(20) (8)

Toy face 4.2050 0.5861 4.2541 7.4210

Human face 4.8492 0.5103 5.3278 4.2137

Toy and human face 5.2472 4.6120 6.7629 6.2301
they are around the same value. We compared the structure error
of the D3DR method with the structure error of the offline and the
online methods. The structure error using the D3DR is around the
structure error of the online method. However, the structure error
of the offline method is always less than both the online and D3DR
methods.

5.5. Quantitative evaluation of offline, online, and d3dr methods

We compare the three reconstruction methods: offline, online,
and D3DR in terms of motion and structure error as shown in Fig. 9.
The motion error is evaluated as a combination of yaw, roll and
pitch errors as in the following equation:

Merr ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RMSðuxÞ2 þ RMSðuyÞ2 þ RMSðuzÞ2

q
3

(21)

where RMS(ux), RMS(uy) and RMS(uz) corresponds to yaw, pitch
and roll error, respectively calculated in (20).

As you can see the motion and structure error shown in Fig. 9,
the D3DR method has less or almost the same error value as the
online method. The offline method uses a different approach that
uses batch processing which produces more accurate results than
sequential methods such as online and D3DR methods.

Average execution time in seconds and number of frames are
compared in Table 5. We used a Dell PC machine with an Intel Core
2 Duo CPU 2.33 GHz and 2 GB RAM. The three methods were tested
with the same three video streams described in Section 4.1. Table 5
shows the quantitative comparison of the performance of the three
reconstruction methods in terms of time and space complexity.

As shown in Table 5, the D3DR and online methods use less time
than the offline. D3DR uses an average of 49.6% of the total number
of frames captured to reconstruct the 3D motion and structure,
while the offline and online methods use 100% of frames captured.
The average execution time per frame of the D3DR method is 8%
less than the execution time of the offline method. Therefore, D3DR
is more efficient than the offline method in terms of time, and more
efficient than both the offline and online methods in terms of
space. The proposed method is designed to work in real time and
Table 5
Quantitative comparison of the three methods.

Metric Offline Online D3DR

Time average (s) 0.421 0.0117 0.0372

Frames used (%) 100 100 49.6



Table 6
Average error of pan, tilt, and zoom using OF/SIFT, OF/SURF and histogram.

Video stream Pan (8) Tilt (8) Zoom (mm)

OF-SIFT 0.425 0.232 2.323

OF-SURF 0.442 0.211 2.112

H-PMHT 0.891 0.573 N/A
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minimize the number of frames used to minimize space. As a total,
D3DR was the optimal method for the reconstruction with both
small error and time, and improved on the weakness of both offline
and online.

5.6. Comparative evaluation to other feature extraction and tracking

methods

We further compare the feature extraction and tracking module
of the D3DR method to other alternative approaches: SURF [47],
and H-PMHT. [48]. SURF is a scale- and rotation-invariant detector
by building on the strengths of the leading existing detectors and
descriptors using a Hessian matrix-based measure for the detector,
and a distribution-based descriptor. H-PMHT is a method applied
to derive a stable tracking algorithm that uses the entire image as
its input data avoiding peak picking and other data compression
steps required to produce traditional point measurements by
linking a histogram interpretation of the intensity data with the
tracking method of probabilistic multihypothesis tracking (PMHT).

Table 6 shows the quantitative comparison between the three
tracking methods: (1) OF-SIFT used in our proposed method, (2)
OF-SURF, and (3) H-PMHT. We compare the three tracking
methods in terms of the pan, tilt, and zoom errors. As you can
see in Table 6, feature-based trackers using OF-SIFT and OF-SURT
outperform H-PMHT tracking OF-SURF has almost the same results
as OF-SIFT for the pan and tilt operations, because both of the
algorithms use optical flow to estimate pan–tilt motion. For the
zoom operation, OF-SIFT and OF-SURF use similar approaches, so
their zoom errors are also very similar.

6. Conclusion

We presented in this paper the D3DR method using a PTZ
camera. The PTZ measurements are estimated by the proposed
method to track the target and keep it in the center of the FoV. The
3D structure and motion of the target were iteratively updated
under the affine model considering the PTZ measurements. At
every frame captured, we select the keyframe to be used in the
reconstruction process. For every keyframe selected, the pan and
tilt angles are measured and used to update the 3D motion of the
target. The focal length of the camera is also computed at every
keyframe selected and used also to update the 3D motion of the
target. The structure matrix is updated iteratively based on the
motion matrix.

The experimental results showed that the proposed D3DR
method is in most cases as accurate as the online method. Using
the selection strategy, D3DR uses an average of 49.6% of the total
number of frames captured to reconstruct the 3D motion and
structure while the offline and online methods use 100% of frames
captured. Regarding the time complexity, the proposed method
takes less time than the offline method. The space and time
complexity of the proposed method allows it to be used in real-
time applications.
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